
School Days Again

The one-room schoolhouses in and about
Halcott were many. They were situated
where small stubby legs could reach them
through sunshine and snow, and governed
by many valiant and often unsung teachers.
One of these diminutive institutions of
learning, the Portertown School, was
located on the corner of today’s Route 37
and Breezy Hill Road—the latter of which,
according to Leighton Scudder, our trusted
source for this story, was originally Halcott
Road. Apparently the section of road many
call Portertown Hill is newer, although it
was added before Leighton’s time. He was
told that the present County Route 37 dead-
ended at the foot of the hill until the
“dugway” (letter-S hill) was excavated

later on.
All that remains of the Portertown

School is a stone foundation still visible to
the right as one starts up Breezy Hill Road
from Halcott. Even though the school
wasn’t technically in Halcott, it still is a
part of our history. So many beloved names
in Halcott’s history began their schooling
there! Because he lived right across the
Delaware County line, Leighton Scudder
attended Portertown School between the
years of 1932 and 1938. Among the
students enrolled during that time were
Helen, Stella, and Anna Mech; Paul,
Gertrude, David Jr., and Iris Finch; Eleanor
Moseman; Alice Morrison; Geraldine
Lawrence; Douglas Pultz; and Leighton
and Winona Scudder. Pattie Kelder writes,
“Helen Mech married James Miller,
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who may have been from out of the area, I’m
not sure. Stella married Hilton. Anna married
Stanley Kelly (Stanley’s parents were
Emerson and Mildred of Elk Creek). Eleanor
Moseman married Herbie Blish. Children of
some of the Finches and Pultzes may still be
in these parts, but I’m afraid I can't identify
any. The only one I can recall is former
Fleischmanns Mayor Barbara Cherry, who
remarried and moved out of the area. Her
father was David Jr.” According to Marilyn
Gallant, Leighton’s seat in the schoolhouse
was next to a window. He would hear the
milk truck go by, driven by Bat (Marion)
Bellows, on the way to Fleischmanns.

These school memories bring back
my own. The rhythmic beauty of the year’s
seasons includes various events that evoke in
each of us, I think, strong personal memories.
Many are driven by the holidays: the
groaning plenty of Thanksgiving, the
excitement of colorful wrapping paper at
Christmas, the promise of new life at Easter.
Autumn leaves are a brilliant finale to
summer, giving sustenance to a soul facing
the bleak winter months. But autumn, for me,
is and always will be colored by that return-
to-school feeling. The memories are not
entirely sweet, but certainly pungent. School
was a carefree child’s playground, yet it also
contained a tiny seed that would grow into a
giant burdock of adult anxiety. In times of
stress, I still wake up in a chill sweat from a
nightmare scene where I am about to take a
test and cannot remember ever attending the
class.

The memories involve all my senses.
I remember the fragrance of freshly
sharpened wood pencils mingling with the
smell of children’s sweat in new school
clothes. I can still feel my sore arms as they
bore home with pride the important (must be,
as they were so heavy, right?) new books. I
would invade my mother’s kitchen for paper
bags. She kept them folded and tucked
between the icebox and the wall. I would cut
them up and cover these precious gems of
knowledge, given to me on trust that they
would be well cared for, and on threat that
they would be collected again at the end of
the year. I would trim the heavy brown bags
into flat pieces, carefully folding them over
each book’s stiff, hard cover and securing the
seams with lots of cellophane tape. If I felt
especially creative, I would cut a neat oval
out of the bag so that the title would show
through. The bored, careless handling of
these tomes in May would benefit from the
loving care of them in September!

Isn’t it interesting that the usual
journey of life is pictured from the youth of
May to the old age of September? School
days turn this image on its head. You start
September feeling unsure and insecure. And
very new. By May, you are such an old hand
at things that you toss your books around.
There are seasons when we have a time of
shaky anxiety. If we hold on, sometimes in
desperation with only our fingernails
clutching the sheer difficulty of it, these
troublesome times somehow return to
comfortable manageability. And the miracle
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is, behind our backs, and under the paper-
bag book covers, we will have not only
gotten through, but will have learned things.
Which, I guess, is what school is all about.
IK, with Leighton Scudder and Pattie
Kelder

Mama grouse
Protects her young
Wings of Safety
Heart of Love

Saw you there
Near the waterfall
Cascading brood

They followed you, all

An expected nurturing
Hidden in the leaves

The fond memory of you
Will forever be my reprieve.

—Christine Chesire

TTOH Meets a New Friend

This summer, a group of us were purchasing
perennials for the Halcott Fair at the Carrot
Barn. Richard Ball owns the Carrot Barn
and we regard him as a native son. His

mom, Mary DeMott Ball, grew up in West
Settlement and Richard has spent many
years here. In his kindness, he regards
Halcott with favor as well, and over the past
eight years or so has sold us beautiful
flowering plants at cost so that we can offer
them at a reasonable price at our fair. But it
is his mom that I wish to speak of.

We met Mary at the Carrot Barn
that day of this year’s flower shopping. She
is a slight woman with merry eyes and a
quick step. She has moved back to
Schoharie, across the street from the Carrot
Barn, at the request of her kids, and is trying
to adjust to life in the mountains again. I
liked her immediately and hope to write
more of her in issues to come. In the
meantime, she volunteered to write about
some of her memories of life in Halcott, and
sent the following fascinating article. IK

Having moved back to New York State, and
so near to the town that was once my home,
memories of those days have become so
very close again. The chapters of our lives
unfold: school days, seasons on the farm,
friendships and hardships and lessons
learned; the events and the music of those
times. Given the current state of our world,
perhaps a few thoughts about the war years
(that would be WWII) would be appropriate.

December 7, 1941, a little after 2
p.m., the radio broadcast was interrupted to
give us the news of Pearl Harbor. My dad
got up from his chair and took down two
small Japanese prints that hung over the

Drawing by Christine Chesire
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mantle. And so it began. Our lives had been
upended and everything changed. It was
happening all across the country, and Halcott
was up to the tasks ahead.

It seemed that almost overnight there
were draft boards and ration boards (in the
Grange Hall). Women began knitting hats
and mittens to send overseas. Boxes were
packed with food and home made
“goodies” (and yes, cigarettes). In school, we
bought Defense Stamps for 25¢ and pasted
them in our little books until they would be
exchanged for a $25 war bond. Our vegetable
gardens would become “victory gardens.”
Children wrote letters to servicemen on paper
that was called “V mail”—very thin and
lightweight for airmail. Postage was free, as
it was for all packages that went to the
troops. Rationing of gasoline began, and then
butter, and next, sugar and shoes. Families
were allowed an extra ration of gasoline for
farm use, and boarding houses allowed more
food (in season). Even cigarette packages had
to give up the tinfoil packaging. There was a
slogan I recall: “Lucky Strike Green has gone
to war.” Cooking became a challenge with
limited butter and sugar and then there was
the dreaded oleo—margarine that looked like
Crisco and had to be disguised as butter with
a little packet of orange something that came
inside. I still have a recipe for a chocolate
mayonnaise cake.

Young men went off to war. Their
younger siblings and the farm wives picked
up the slack and life went on. Many older
men went off to work in defense plants,

which sprang up amazingly quickly, and
many women went too—remember “Rosie
the Riveter”? Doris Kelly came to live with
us during the week so that her dad and mom
could be off working in one such plant. She
was in high school and I had a big sister for a
time.

There were air-raid drills, announced
by a certain number of telephone rings. My
dad was an air-raid warden and would have
to drive all around the town to make sure that
not a sliver of light was visible from any
window. There was ever-present fear that the
Ashokan Reservoir would be a target of
German bombers; it was the New York City
water supply.

One of our soldiers returned home
after having been forced down behind enemy
lines. I am very hazy about the details, but I
remember that Paul Johnson was our
returning hero and he visited every home in
town. [Ed: TTOH did an article on Paul
Johnson some issues ago.]

Sadly, gold stars began to appear in
windows [Ed: indicating the loss of a family
member]. One young man, who would in
future years become my husband [Ed: Ray
Ball], was in Rhode Island, just out of high
school, and enlisting in the Navy. He became
a Navy pilot. Several years ago, his Navy
buddies had a reunion of their V12 program,
which was the name of that particular group
of the Navy Air Corps. It was held in
Lebanon, New Hampshire. We walked into
this room of veterans and literally time stood
still. We were back in the war years again.
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Patriotism was the theme. It was an
experience I will treasure. (Ray loved to fly.
In years to come, we would have a small
plane that took our growing family on some
memorable and fun trips.)

I have kept in touch with all of those
Navy families. Now there is only one left that
I know of and we e-mail each other. He is in
Alaska. Ray was not from Halcott, but he
loved it. I think he was a member of the town
by marriage.

The war news came to us in the daily
paper, the movie news reels, and of course
the radio. I can still hear the voice of Edward
R. Murrow, “Coming to you from London.”
And Eric Sevareid on the front lines with the
troops. The fireside chats from FDR, really
kept America going as we struggled and
worried.

The war would end, and young men
and women would return to pick up their
lives, and go back to college on the G.I bill.
The economy would thrive. The automotive
plants that had been making Army
Jeeps and tanks were making cars
again and people could afford them.
Another thing that occurred, perhaps
not often thought of, was that many of
the German physicians and dentists
who were Jewish and had escaped the
Nazi terror were arriving in New York
and Boston to start their lives over. A
few of these professionals found their
way to Fleischmanns and healthcare
in the area improved radically.

And another positive outcome may

be that some of the very poor young men in
the area would have found a way to a better
life by serving in the military. The women
who served in the armed forces, the nurses
who served in military hospitals, and the
women reporters and photographers who
chronicled the war are unsung heroes.
Mary DeMott Ball

Mountain Men

Editor’s note: Peg Dibenedetto submitted an
article on the passing of Roy Searle (see
Passages, below), whom she described as a
“mountain man.” We asked Peg what this
meant, and she responded with the following.

What makes a man a Catskills “mountain
man”? He has grown up in these mountains
on land owned for generations, absorbing
nature and thus knowing in his bones their
ecology and the natural history of all of their
life forms. He has hiked these mountains

from the time he could walk,
knowing intimately every
foot of the acreage owned by
his family and the neighbors.
He is a marksman, due to
shooting squirrels every day
after school, and has
provided venison for his
family’s table from an early
age (they don’t issue hunting
licenses to ten-year-olds, but
by then he competently

handles a firearm and hunts as well as most
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and better than some).
A mountain man knows when the

weather is changing and how bad the storm
will be. He knows how to build what he
needs, fix almost anything that’s broken, and
has common sense enough to know when he
can and when he can’t, as well as what to do
in any situation.

Facial hair seems to be common,
although not essential, and a bearing that
imitates the mountain—big, even though he
may not be big in stature, it is the impression
he gives; immovable. He knows himself and
will not compromise his values; he is multi-
layered—there is a complexity beneath the
surface not immediately evident, and it may
take some time to realize how extensive this
man’s knowledge is.

Equal-opportunity disclosure: there
are mountain women as well, with many of
the same traits but many other characteristics.
The biggest shared trait is common sense.
Why every person is not born with it, or at
least acquires it, I do not know. But for some
reason, those born in these hills seem to have
it more often than not, and it appears to be
lacking in much of our world today.

Are our valleys still producing
mountain men and women? They will, I
believe, provided enough children are born to
the land who grow up knowing in their bones
the ways of life of the animals and people of
the land, feeling the natural cycle of the
seasons—of rain, dry spells, when the hay is
ready, how the crows sound when alarmed as
opposed to just interested in something . . . if

we can instill our next generations with a real
sense of place, they will continue to produce
more mountain people for the future. PD

Farm Report

As I share this summers’ farm news, fall is
beginning to make its presence known in our
lovely valley. While it’s always a bit sad to
say goodbye to summer, fall is such a special
time here in the Catskills. The warm, humid
days have, at least for now, given way to
cool, comfortable, clear days and chilly
nights. (In fact, tonight my kitchen is full of
potted outdoor plants brought inside due to
the seasons’ first frost advisory.) Spreading
across the previously mostly green
mountainsides and fields are hints of
amazing reds, yellows, and oranges.
Everywhere, joyful cricket serenades have
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now replaced the silent but brightly blinking
flight paths of fireflies in the night skies. Up
and down the valley, many of the apple trees’
branches are bending mightily under the
weight of this years’ abundant apple crop.
And, the noticeably shorter days of
lengthening shadows set us all to scurrying
about with more intention to finish our
projects before winter sets in. May we all
enjoy this season’s treasures and let’s hope
for a good dose of Indian Summer!

Rain, rain, and more rain!
For most of the farmers in the area, the
current welcome dry weather has provided an
opportunity to finally finish haying that is, in
many cases, quite overdue because of the
prolonged wet weather that we experienced
all summer. (The joke is that on some fields
we’re getting all our cuttings of
hay in one shot!) Simply put,
there were precious few
windows of enough
consecutively rainless days to
make any dry hay. Also, this was
one of those years in which the
forecasts seemed to change hour
by hour. A slight chance of rain
often turned into a deluge of
rain . . . sometimes after the hay
was mowed, lowering its quality, and
necessitating more trips around the fields to
ensure the hay was dry before baling. People
who grew up in our area commented that
they couldn’t remember a summer quite like
this. Some wondered whether we would still
be haying into hunting season! Thankfully,

many farmers are now set up to make baleage
(the big, white marshmallow-looking bales),
which is made much wetter than dry hay,
making decent-quality feed possible even in a
soggy year like this.

Although the wet weather put some
of our field work behind, the ample soil
moisture was a huge boon to pastures and
grazing in several ways. First, with all the
rain, we didn’t have the summer pasture
growth slump that occurs some years when
the weather goes dry for a while. As a result,
most of the livestock grew and milked
consistently well on the dense populations of
green grasses and legumes. Furthermore,
pasture rotations were simplified because
everything kept growing. It was so satisfying
to take the cows or sheep off a paddock of

grass and then have the field
bounce right back because it
would get “watered” right away.
Finally, moving the temporary
fences and posts was made easier
in the rain-softened ground
because we could just push the
posts in by hand rather than
having to pound them in with a
rock this year!

Calving Time: It’s a
heifer! And another heifer, and another
heifer…
In keeping with the theme of abundance this
season, we have had a bumper crop of heifer
(female) calves this year. Over the course of
the summer, some forty-plus new calves
were born on our farm. Of these, only a few
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were males, meaning our new barn extension
has been pressed into service as a calf area to
make room for all the new little girls.
(Tonight, as I write this, we just had three
more calves today and, you guessed it, three
more heifers, including one that was born
breech about an hour ago! All are doing
well.) Most years a calf crop will run closer
to 50/50 female/male, but some years are
memorable for a preponderance of bull or
heifer calves or maybe a higher than normal
number of multiple births such as twins.
Perhaps there’s something in the water or the
air this year? At any rate, it’s a happy
circumstance!

And A New Home for Christl’s
Chickens!
Yes, Christl Johnson’s flock of fancy breed
chickens still resides in Halcott, but they
have moved to a new “pad” nearer to the
Johnson’s home. The new housing, a cozy
12-by-28-foot wooden shed purchased from
Brad’s Barns, features easy-to-clean nest
boxes, an outside run with a 7-foot-high
fence to keep chickens in and predators out, a
frost-free water hydrant, and electricity—
everything needed to keep Christl’s flock
safe and happy. In addition, the custom-made
poultry housing is attractively built with
Wedgewood-blue siding and gray-and-red
mottled shingles, colors that Christl chose to
go with the exterior coloring of her family’s
home.

Christl says that her chickens settled
in quite quickly after being moved up from a
barn on the main farm. Although one elusive

hen that will require some measure of
trickery to catch remains down at the farm,
all the others are now at the new place.
During the day, Christl’s lucky chickens have
free access to the roomy fenced-in yard—yet,
she says, a couple of characters, dubbed
“yard chickens,” like to come out of the
fenced space to hang out around the
Johnson’s regular front yard. Christl said
these chickens will wander over to eat corn
by her feet and will chase the cats away if
they try to come near. Sounds like paradise
for poultry! JD

Second Saturdays
at the Grange Hall

We have three Second Saturday events for
this quarter. We encourage members of the
community to use the Second Saturday of the
month for other programs. It works like this:
If you have an issue, a hobby, or a burning,
learning desire, you are welcome and
encouraged to share it with others, free of
charge, at a Second Saturday. The Grange
Hall has been reserved for every second
Saturday of the month going forward.
Contact Pattie Warfield
(clerk@townofhalcott.org) to schedule your
event. Then let TTOH know
(inneskas70@gmail.com) so that your event
can be advertised and send a description to
Greg Beechler,
(webmaster@townofhalcott.org), who will
publish it on the town website. Think about
what you’d like to share with others. In the

mailto:clerk@townofhalcott.org)
mailto:inneskas70@gmail.com)
mailto:webmaster@townofhalcott.org)
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meantime, the next three Second Saturdays
are listed below. IK

October 14, 7 p.m
From the Catskill Forest Association, Ryan
Trapani (Director of Forest Services) and
John MacNaught (Forest Program Manager)
will guide us through simple practices that
can turn a small, barren woodland into a
more fruitful forest for wildlife and humans.
Knowing which trees to cut and which to
leave behind can drastically improve the
productivity of both fruit- and nut-bearing
trees as well as help maximize critically
needed cover that wildlife desperately needs
in our forests today.

What can we learn from such an
evening? According to the Summer 2017
issue of CFA, the number of different ways
owners use their land is amazing. One grows
wild apple trees to produce organic cider.
One prepares his woodlot to attract deer. One
prepares his land to attract campers (!). One
grows ginseng. Some just like to walk among
their trees. The possibilities are endless, and
sharing them with others suggests new
possibilities. Come out and enjoy!

November 11, 10:30 a.m.
Gotcha! It’s Kombucha!! Come join Sheri
Griffie Reynolds for a beginners class on the
world of Kombucha brewing at home. If you
are a fan of Kombucha already but have not
jumped on the home brewing train, please
consider yourself invited to learn. It is not
rocket science! You’ll save hundreds of

dollars by not buying bottles of Kombucha
and be able to create any number of different
flavor combinations! SCOBY mothers will
be available for purchase so you can take
your knowledge home and brew up a batch
right away. Class duration: 1.5 hours.

December 9, 6 p.m.
The date for the traditional and revered
Christmas Program has changed this year to
fit into the Second Saturday program
schedule. Everyone is invited and many will
be called upon to perform. Santa visits,
usually with a promisingly bulging sack on
his shoulder. Children of all ages are heartily
welcome. Parents, please assist Santa by
supplying a package with your darling’s
name on it. It will be collected before the
event and distributed at just the right time.

Passages

Lina Fernandez
Longtime Halcott resident Lina Fernandez
lost her battle with Alzheimer’s on July 6,
2017. Lina and her beloved husband, Angel,
built their beautiful log cabin on West
Settlement thirty years ago. That was their
dream home in which they planned to retire.
Her hobby was gardening and it showed in
her beautifully terraced gardens. If Heaven
has gardens, you can count on Lina to keep
them weed-free. She is survived by her
daughter and son and four grandchildren. The
world will be a little dimmer now without
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her. Rest in Peace. From Judy Diaz, with
thanks.

Roy Searle
Sadly, another mountain man is gone. Roy
Searle, son of the ultimate mountain man,
Lumen Searle, passed away in early August.

Roy lived on Townsend Hollow
Road, on the Pine Hill side. The old family
farm comes over the ridge and abuts Crosby
land, some in Halcott, mostly in Middletown.
He lived on Townsend Hollow his whole life,
except for a few years in the U.S. Army.
Stationed in Germany, he was one of few
Americans serving on the Border Ski Patrol;
his competence on the slopes was forged as a
youngster by constant exposure to the

steepest slopes in the Catskills while his
parents, Lumen and Mary, operated the
kitchen at Highmount Ski Center.

Everyone who knew Roy liked him.
His soft-spoken demeanor, total selflessness,
and giving nature were demonstrated
repeatedly in the kindness he showed to
friends and family.

There are few mountain men left.
But Roy’s brand of down-to-earth common
sense and friendliness, which we will miss, is
still found in those who live in these
mountain valleys. We who knew him can
always picture remember Roy in his truck,
with his faithful dog beside him. PD

The 2017 Halcott Fair was exceptional, as
perhaps they all are. But this one seemed
especially full of people having fun, eating
hotdogs, catching up with others as they
dipped their hands into bags of popcorn,
both their own and their companion's.

Simone and Carmen Norwick were asked
to write their impressions of the fair this
year. We reproduce here Carmen's

thoughts dictated to Simone. The drawing
is all Carmen's.

"I love the pating zoo. My favritte animal to
pat is the cow. When I pat it licks my hans.
Its ton is full of bomps. Also it is very slime.

I owes look forod to next year."
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Hurricane Season Arrives
At this moment, Hurricane Harvey is taking

aim at Texas. It’s time to lend a hand. Health
kits or school kits assembled by Halcott area
children along with financial contributions from
adults can help UMCOR volunteers hit the
ground running any time disaster strikes. As the
feet and hands of Jesus, the United Methodist
Committee on Relief stays until the job is done,
that is until people move from surviving to
thriving! As always, 100% of all financial gifts
are used to this end. My nephew lives in Texas. I
think I’ll go write that UMCOR check now.

Mark Your Calendars for the
Rest of 2017

As always, your support is appreciated. We
like visiting with you, too!
Saturday, October 21st – Crock Pot Supper at
the Grange Hall. Take outs are available at 4:30
pm and people can eat in from 5:00 until sold out.
Tickets are $7.00 and children under 5 eat for
free.
Sunday, October 29th – Parish-wide worship on
the 5th Sunday at 10:30 am (instead of 9:00). The
host church for autumn is Halcott UMC. A dish
to pass lunch will follow at the Grange Hall.
Tuesday, November 7th – Election Day Bake
Sale at the Grange Hall until sold out.
Saturday, December 9th – (NOTE CHANGE
from 1ST to 2ND Saturday) Annual Community
Christmas Program at 6:00 pm at the Grange Hall.
Halcott area youngsters should please plan on a

morning rehearsal.
Friday, December 22nd – Christmas Candlelight
Service of Carols at 7:00 pm.

Church Chuckles
A minister accepted a call to serve a parish in

northern Minnesota. Upon arrival, he found that
the local water supply did not agree with his
digestive tract. It would be necessary to install a
filter in the parsonage water system. The matter
was brought before the church board and the
secretary reported its action to the congregation
the following Sunday: “Moved, seconded and
carried that the trustees take care of the pastor’s
drinking problem.”

A Theoretical Q & A Session with God
God: How much are you worth?
You: Let me see. I make about x thousand
dollars a year.
God: How much are you worth to others?
You: Well, I’m told I was a pretty cute baby, so I
must have been Mom’s precious little bundle.
God: And how much do you think you’re worth
to me?
You: Oh, it must be a lot . . . maybe you think
I’m priceless?
God: Not exactly. You do have a price tag. You
are my pearl of great price. My Son, Jesus,
ransomed you by dying on the cross in your
place.

God: How do you manage stress?
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You: I plan ahead, keep situations in check and
breathe deeply. It gets me by most of the time.
God: Have you considered asking Me for help? I
can be trusted, you know. After all, I am the God
of the impossible. Remember Peter walking on
water to meet Jesus in that storm? Peter trusted
Him just fine until he looked down at those huge
waves and seized up. That’s when he found out
that fear paralyzes.

So practice faith instead by priming its
pump regularly. It works this way. At a remote
well in the Amargosa Desert near Death Valley in
California a tin baking powder can was found
attached to the pump handle with a message
penciled on brown paper inside it:

This pump is all right as of June 1932. I put a
new sucker washer into it and it ought to last five
years, but the washer dries out and the pump has
to be primed. Under the white rock I buried a
bottle of water, out of the sun and cork end up.
There’s enough water to prime this pump, but not

if you drink some first. Pour in about a quarter
and let her soak to wet the leather. Then pour the
rest medium fast and pump like mad. You’ll get
water. The well never has run dry. Have faith.
When you git watered up, fill the bottle and put it
back like you found it for the next feller.

Signed: Desert Pete

P.S. Don’t go drinking the water first! If you do,
you won’t get no water from the pump, then you’ll
thirst to death. Prime the pump and you’ll get all
you can hold.

(NOTE: The Desert Pete story was available
from several sources, none of which attributed
authorship to God, however.)
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